
knowledge and allow them to 
help children and young people 
with low to moderate mental 
health and emotional wellbeing 
needs. 

We have simplified the request 
for support process as outlined 
in the pathway which you will 
find if you click on the        
document to the right of this 
article. We have also included 
the professional consent form 
that will need completing if we 
do not already hold this on file. 

Please contact us on 01609 
777662, option 2 or speak to 
your  local Wellbeing Worker 
if you require any further   
information. 

Hello and welcome back to 
a new term!  We hope you 
had a great summer and 
are looking forward to the 
new academic year ahead. 

Here at Compass BUZZ 
we have been ‘buzzy’ as 
we prepare for the final 
year of our contract. 

With this in mind, we have 
changed how we offer our 
‘request for support’. 

From September 2019 we 
will be launching our new 
request for support      
consultation pathway. This 
will enable Compass BUZZ 
Wellbeing Workers to 
provide advice, signposting 
and guidance over the 
phone and will support the 
school member of staff to 
identify what interventions 

are required in order to 
support their pupil and    
students mental health and 
emotional wellbeing . 

Through delivering     
training it was always our 
goal to equip school staff 
with the confidence and 
knowledge to support  
children and young people 
through a whole-school 
approach to mental health 
and wellbeing. We believe 
that this approach will  
offer you the flexibility to 
support children and young 
people in a timely manner 
due to us only needing to 
gain your professional con-
sent. The consultation pro-
cess aims to provide school 
staff with the support they 
need in order to further 
build their skills and 

REQUEST FOR SUPPORT IS CHANGING 

 DON’T FORGET YOUR FREE TRAINING 

SEPTEMBER 2019 ISSUE 11 

REMINDER 

Here is our        
academic            
resilience     

framework to   
support young 

people. 

 

 

 

Have you returned 
your schools    
wellbeing checklist 
to your wellbeing 
worker yet? 

          The   

(Double click on the BEE) 

 

 

 

 

RFS Pathway 

 

 

 

 

 

Professional consent 

As we have mentioned,  
Compass BUZZ is entering 
into the final year of our  
contract to deliver FREE 
training to all schools and 
colleges across North     
Yorkshire. Now would be a 
good time to access any of the 
three levels of training to 
support you and your school 
in developing your           
confidence and knowledge in 
mental health and wellbeing. 

  

 

 

 Level 1 - Prevention 
and Promoting Mental 
health and Wellbeing:  

This is aimed at all staff and 
will help to  build their 
knowledge and awareness. 

Level 2 - Early        
Identification of Need: 

Aims to support selected staff 
to look at identifying needs of 
young people and             
understanding common  
mental health difficulties. 

Level 3 – Early Help 
and Intervention: Helps 

staff to further build on level 

2 and give participants 
knowledge of how to make 
a basic assessment of need 
and  introduces some   
intervention approaches. 

Contact your         
Wellbeing Worker 

NOW to arrange FREE 
training for your 

school. 

 

 

“You're making it ok, to not be okay” 










Request for Support Pathway

Step 1: Initial Phone Call

Professional contacts Specialist Administrator by telephone (01609 777662) to make a Request for Support (RFS). Specialist administrator sends professional consent that must be returned before details will be stored and a log number will be given. If consent is already stored on the system this can move straight to log number being issued and appointment being made.

The Specialist Administrator takes professionals details, provides them with a log number for their enquiry whilst scheduling an appointment for their consultation. 

Specialist administrator adds details of the referral to the RFS spreadsheet and emails professional with confirmation of log number and scheduled appointment with details of procedure for no contact been able to be reached. 

The Specialist Administrator will schedule all appointments within the shared calendar.  













All correspondence will be sent through the school mental health project email account

Step 3: Email confirmation

Wellbeing Worker will email the professional with details of the consultation, including anonymised case details, support, information, resources, advice or recommendations given on a request for support consultation form. This will also be subsequently saved under the log number in the shared drive. 

Specialist administrator adds details of consultation to the RFS spreadsheet.  



Step 2: Consultation

The duty Wellbeing worker will contact all scheduled appointments each day and provide anonymous consultation, offering support, information, resources or advice. If not appropriate for support the professional will be signposted to the appropriate service. 

The specialist administrator will contact all appointments that were not able to be contacted by email to ask them to contact the central office to reschedule their appointment. They will also be informed that if we have not heard from them within one week their RFS will be closed. Once the professional has rescheduled their appointment they will receive email confirmation of their appointment. 

If a rescheduled appointment is missed the professional will be emailed to inform them that they had been unsuccessful in being contacted and that their RFS will be closed.  

Specialist administrator adds details of consultation and missed appointments to the RFS spreadsheet. 
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Consent to Hold Information



To the professional:

In order for Compass to hold your information on our systems we require the explicit consent of any professional who wishes to submit a Request for Support, as such  please provide us with your consent to do this by completing the form below.

Please print this page, sign it and scan it back to the Compass Specialist Administrator via secure email at one of the following addresses: 

ny.schoolmentalhealthproject@compassuk.cjsm.net

compass@northyorks.gov.uk

compass.nysmhp@nhs.net

You can also use Egress

I consent to identifiable information, specifically; my name, place of work, role, email address and telephone number, being held on Compass systems.



		Name of Professional



		



		Job Title of Professional 



		



		Signature of Professional



		



		School Name



		



		Date signed
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Basics
Good enough housing

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Ask questions about the home or ask students to draw/describe it. Ask about their favourite room within the house and look at why it is their favourite.  Take note of any indicators that may suggest a referral to Prevention, Housing or Social Care is necessary (curriculum links= art, health and social care). 

Use the Signs of Safety approach to find out more about the child/YP’s living environment.

Invite fire service into school to deliver a talk to make sure students are aware of the basic ways to keep safe at home (curriculum links= public services, science).

Ensure school environment is pleasant and welcoming; let students have a say over decoration etc.; so that they have ownerships and have a ‘home away from home’ (curriculum links= art).

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics
Enough money to live

Inform the family of the North Yorkshire Local Assistance Fund which can provide a couple of items a year such as cookers, washing machines, beds and bedding, clothes from places like Primark and Sainsbury’s, electric meter top up and food.

Have a food bank drop off point at school and inform families of local food banks (curriculum links= food technology and health and social care).

Use pupil premium money to save the family money e.g. facilitate a healthy breakfast club, free fruit, pay for ingredients for cooking club to make a meal for family once a week, provide uniform, pay for school trips/revision guides etc. (curriculum links= food technology).

Always have a toaster and bread in HOY/pastoral bases with sugar free juice available. You could also have spare lunches e.g. pasta mug shots.

Box up leftover school lunches to have available if needed. If there are still any left at the end of the day, students could distribute them in the community (curriculum links= PSHE).  

Have water readily available around school.

Ask for donations of things like uniform, books and equipment and have these on hand in school to loan/give out.

Organise a second hand sale for things like uniform, books and equipment (curriculum links= business studies and maths).

Ensure your uniform policy is flexible (e.g. plain black trousers can be bought from many cheaper clothing stores) and avoid unnecessary uniform changes. 

Teach budgeting skills to students. Explore what they would like to spend money on if they were in charge of it which may indicate any challenges or difficulties they are picking up on in the home (curriculum links= maths). 

Ensure that the use of the free school meals is discreet.



Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics 
Being safe

Safe spaces in school with staff presence/CCTV.  You can ask students to identify their safe spaces through a questionnaire and then circulate this information to other students. 

A quiet/nurture room that students can go to at break/lunch.

Provide new students with a map of the school and grounds.

Organise a questionnaire to ask students what makes a safe place and where they don’t feel safe (both in school and out of school). Use this data to increase staff duty in hotspots at key times and incorporate their ideas into the design of safe places (curriculum links= art and design)..

Make sure break and lunch times are well organised; with year group only areas and lots of monitored activities and spaces.

Ensure students know who they can turn to at what time for support. Design a timetable for ‘on duty’ staff that is publicised to students and they know where they can find this information on a day to day basis.

Engage with ‘Crucial Crew’ and signpost to their resources, events and games (curriculum links= science, PSHE and citizenship).

Recognise and reward prosocial behaviour (e.g. someone going to get a teacher if there is a problem) and the effort and courage it may have taken.

Have a policy on bullying and student ambassadors for this (curriculum links= PSHE).

Have a buddy system within the school so that younger students are buddied up to older students. Ensure this is structured and the older student has been trained on this and are aware of their responsibilities (curriculum links= PSHE and business studies).

Give an older student a free bus pass to be a bus monitor. They can monitor behaviour and report incidents. 

Staff on duty outside of school, up and down the road, by the nearest shop etc. at key times to monitor behaviour and greet students. 

Avoid exclusion of vulnerable students. 

Use PSHE lessons to encourage students to make healthy, safe choices. 

Build links with the police so that they have a positive presence and influence in your school community.

Hold a regular HCT drop in.

Have an anonymous tip off box/system for students to report any concerns or incidents.

Operate a text service for students to be able to text in any concerns or worries. 

Use a worry box so that students can express concerns.

Regular online safety talks covering safe use of technology and being groomed online as well as cyber-bullying-www.breckfoundation.org (curriculum links= computing, public services, PSHE, citizenship, psychology and law).

Have a secure amnesty box for students to have a say way of disposing of items they wish they had not brought to school.

All staff to follow safeguarding procedure and take a multi-agency approach to keep children/YP safe. Share concerns, even those which may seem insignificant, to form a wider picture of what is happening for a child/YP and to identify how they can be best supported. 

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics
Access & transport

Give an older student a free bus pass to be a bus monitor. They can monitor behaviour and report incidents. 

Make the bus a pleasant environment; perhaps with music and decorations (curriculum links= art and design).

Provide taxis for students who have a long journey.

Operate extra buses or minibuses after after school clubs or organise students to catch public transport together.

Ensure young people understand and can make sense of time tables (curriculum links= maths).

Practice planning journeys to give young people confidence, some who live further away to get into their local town may need two busses or a combination of transport (curriculum links= geography).

Periodically ask students to review their journey to school; sharing what they like and don’t like about it (curriculum links= geography).

Build a link with the bus drivers and invite them to regularly share concerns and observations with staff. 



Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics
Healthy diet

Cooking club (curriculum links= food technology). 

Student maintained allotment and use the produce to make meals (curriculum links= science and food technology).

Liaise with the school nurse and Healthy Choices Team on how to move forward with weight issues.

Promote a healthy lifestyle and use local celebrities as role models (curriculum links= P.E, science and PSHE). 

Healthy breakfast club (curriculum links= food technology).

Have a fruit bowl in your classroom.

Provide healthy, filling school meals (curriculum links= food technology).

Ensure eating space is pleasant (curriculum links= art and design).

Make all staff aware of the need to raise concerns around diet e.g. instances where children take food from others/appear hungry. 



Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics
Exercise and fresh air

Organise outdoor activities (curriculum links= think about your subject and consider how you can incorporate outdoors). 

Liaise with the school nurse and Healthy Choices Team on how to move forward with weight issues.

Go on a form walk one day a week or introduce ‘The Daily Mile’ (www.thedailymile.co.uk). 

Start the day with an exercise e.g. yoga (try cosmickids.com) or ‘Wake Up! Shake Up!’ (wakeupshakeup.com). 

Use exercise or clubs e.g. running club and eco club to get outdoors explore the local area.

Consider each student as an individual to find an exercise that sparks their interest in being active.

Ensure there is a safe, private environment available for body conscious students to get changed into sportswear. 

Ensure P.E uniform is flexible to accommodate individual needs and preferences.

Interesting school grounds with benches and play equipment for break and lunch (curriculum links= geography).

Invite an inspiring sports person to come and talk to the school about how they made a career and the benefits. Consider protected characteristics and try to promote diversity through this.

Introduce forest school/beach school activities (curriculum links= science, geography and P.E).

Get volunteer rangers form North Yorkshire Moors to come in and give a talk/session (curriculum links= geography).

Have a ‘Slug Squad’ or ‘Bug Busters’ group to help in the school garden (curriculum links= science and geography).





Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics
Enough sleep

Hold an assembly on sleep hygiene. 

Investigate sleep cycles and required amount of sleep (curriculum links= science and maths).

Share information about recommended sleep hours and the impact of poor sleep with students, staff and parents (curriculum links= maths and science).

Start the school day later to fit with circadian rhythms. 

Provide a safe space for students to sleep during the day if necessary (follow up with discussion).

Offer a range of exercise clubs.

Teach mindfulness to help with falling asleep.



Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics
Play & leisure

Build time to play into the school day. Consider incorporating games into your lessons.

Avoid using play time for punishment/intervention where possible.

Provide resources/equipment for play and leisure time.

Adults model behaviour e.g. join in with silent reading.

Offer a range of extra curricular activities e.g. cricket, knitting, origami, Lego, writing and music. 

Embed the 5 ways to wellbeing into your school. Have a room/space for each one on a lunchtime. 

Notice children who are alone at play time and explore that with them - create buddy play times, particularly for children who are new.  

Note what kind of play children are engaging in. Children may act out what is going on at home through their play.  

Encourage imagination and problem solving through play activities.



Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Basics
Being free from prejudice & discrimination

Strong policies and anti bullying ambassadors. 

Cover bullying, prejudice and discrimination in lessons and explore stigma, tolerance, faith, spirituality, politics, gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, mental health and disability (curriculum links= history, R.E, English, government and politics, PSHE, government and politics, music, sociology, drama, MFL, media/film, health and social care and psychology). 

Build links with the police so that their presence is felt in your school (curriculum links= public services). 

Ask students what it would be like if there was no prejudice and discrimination.

Offer equality and diversity training to staff. 

Provide space and time for religious worship (curriculum links= R.E).

Celebrate religious festivals (curriculum links= R.E, history, PSHE, citizenship, health and social care, media/film studies, food technology, MFL and art).

Invite inspirational speakers to discuss issues around prejudice and discrimination (curriculum links= history, R.E, English, PSHE, music, sociology, drama, MFL, media/film, health and social care and psychology).

Explore prejudice and discrimination in their own families and help children and young people to realise that what their parents may think may be different from what they think which will encourage autonomy (curriculum links= history, sociology, R.E, government and politics and PSHE).

Explore how they would like their class, community and school to be and encourage their participation in making that a reality and empowering them in their actions.  Highlight that they have a choice and a voice and to use them appropriately to effect great change (curriculum links= history, law, government and politics, citizenship, R.E, PSHE and sociology).





Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Find somewhere for the child/YP to belong


Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

1:1 time for a few minutes a week in form time from the form tutor or named key worker. 

Extra curricular clubs (e.g. football, netball, minecraft, coding, dungeons and dragons, Lego, book club and photography).

Circulate information about local youth clubs and youth provision.

Welcome students to your classroom individually; use their names where possible.

Smile! Acknowledge students when you pass them in the corridor or outside of school.

Safe spaces in school with staff presence (e.g. form room) or a quiet/nurture room that students can go to before school and at break/lunch.

Ensure students always feel welcome at school, even when late or involved in an incident.

Ask students about their favourite people and places and what helps them feel like they belong in their school/class/family etc.

Be aware of your language use and try to be inclusive. Use the word ‘belong’ as often as possible to reinforce this – we all belong in this school, in this community etc.  





Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Help child/YP understand their place in the world

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Facilitate discussion of different cultures and communities and explore personal experiences (curriculum links= R.E, geography and sociology).

Encourage students to understand their roots and where they have come from.

Find out from students what motivates them and gives them a sense of purpose. 

Celebrate different religious festivals (curriculum links= R.E, media/film, drama, product design, resistant materials, English, food technology and humanities).

Explore topics such as tolerance, faith, spirituality, politics, gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity and disability (curriculum links= history, R.E, English, PSHE, music, sociology, drama, MFL, media/film, health and social care and psychology). 

Offer space and time for religious worship/ reflection (curriculum links= R.E and art and design).

Offer good quality careers advice and work experience that is focused on the individual’s preferences. Build links with local employers and signpost students to open days (curriculum links= business studies).

Each child makes a pledge to the school to do something for someone else, even something little such as draw a picture for a friend every day.

Have a school pet e.g. fish or guinea pig so that students have an important role to play in caring for something.





Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Tap into good influences

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Use activities to help the child identify a healthy support network so they know who they can go to.

Explore what it means to be a good friend (curriculum links= PSHE, drama, film/media, English and humanities). 

Ask students who they aspire to be like (in local community and wider) and ensure there are a range of appropriate role models. Use this to discuss what aspects they like and what they can do to gain that characteristic (curriculum links= PSHE, art and drama).

Use a structured peer mentor scheme within school or engage outside agencies/charities/ex students.

Use seating plan/group work to encourage certain students to tap into good influences.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Keep relationships going

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Ensure school structure values relationships and allows them to keep going e.g. acknowledging and providing for the role that the librarian plays in student support, and allowing a form tutor to see a form right through their school life. 

Use curriculum to teach about the importance of maintaining good relationships, and ensure that unhealthy relationships are also discussed. 

Continue to acknowledge and show interest in students that you do not teach anymore.

Acknowledge and praise positive social interactions that help keep relationships going. 

Have a retention plan to reduce staff turnover, in order to build continuity into children’s lives e.g. promote staff wellbeing.

Teach active listening skills (curriculum links= English, PSHE, R.E, drama, citizenship, health and social care and psychology).



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
The more healthy relationships the better

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Develop opportunities for pen pals (curriculum links= geography, computing, English and MFL). 

Offer a range of extra-curricular activities. 

Groovy Grandparents club-where volunteers from the community can come in and pass in skills such as cooking, knitting, sewing etc.

Circulate information about local youth provision and youth groups. 

Enable students to build connections within the wider community e.g. visiting local nursing homes for games, story time or carols. There are various awards available for this e.g. Dementia Friendly (curriculum links= health and social care, citizenship and psychology).

Change seating plan periodically to help students make more friends and consider giving students ownership of this. 

Incorporate more pair and group work into lessons.

Smile! Acknowledge students when you pass them in the corridor or outside of school.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Take what you can from relationships where there is some hope

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Facilitate activities, spaces or events that may lead to relationships being formed. 

Coordinate reward systems across home and school to help build positive interactions at home. 

If possible, in a safe way, involve relatives who were once poor role models e.g. invite them to a celebration assembly. 

Encourage students to identify positive aspects of their closest relationships.

Encourage students to write a letter to someone they have a fragmented relationship with, expressing how they wish their  relationship could be and the steps they think they could take to get there (curriculum links= English).



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Get together people the child/YP can count on

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Ask students to identify who they can turn to for support. You could use mind maps to determine support network, using most obvious from family & school & then considering other people – friends parents, parents friends, siblings friends etc.

Ensure students know who they can turn to at what time for different types of support. Design a timetable for ‘on duty’ staff that is publicised to students and they know where they can find this information on a day to day basis.

Use a multi-agency approach where necessary.

Explore what students can expect from staff under their different roles and vice versa.

Offer a school counselling service (this could be funded using pupil premium money). 



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Responsibilities & obligations

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Help students identify their responsibilities and obligations.

Ask students what they would like to be responsible for.

Give child a role/responsibility/odd job e.g. book monitor, corridor cop, library assistant, bin buddy and assembly assistant. This could operate on a timetable so everyone gets a turn.

Make responsibilities around school grounds and tidiness clear (e.g. regular litter picking as a form that is not as part of a punishment). 

Look at reducing their responsibilities if necessary e.g. young carers.

Where possible, link responsibilities with key interests and ambitions.

Explore the importance of responsibility and obligation through discussion (curriculum links= Citizenship, R.E, humanities, sociology, health and social care, psychology, computing and product design).

Consider larger school responsibilities and how these are incorporated into the school timetable e.g. having a buddy system in school and how time is allocated for this within the timetable. 





Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Focus on good times and places

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Make a memory jar to fill with good memories that the child can look through and revisit from time to time. 

Create a class scrap book (digital or real) with photos and entries from special days, celebrations and award ceremonies. Allow students to add to it and look through it regularly.

Ask students to identify places where they have good times and what makes it special.

Help students to create good memories e.g. run trips and residentials. 

Hold frequent celebration assemblies throughout the year. Monitor who gets recognised to ensure no one is left out by the end of the year. 

Have a school newsletter focusing on ‘The Good Times’; which celebrates all achievements and overcoming adversity (curriculum links= English, computing and media studies).





Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Make sense of where child/YP has come from

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Hold a coffee morning/bake sale with school alumni guests and members of the local community to discuss the school’s local history (curriculum links= humanities, food technology, R.E and citizenship)

Complete a family tree to get students comfortable talking about their background. Some may need extra support with this (curriculum links=humanities, computing, photography and art).

Create a life story book with the child or young person and those who know them (e.g appropriate professionals and family members) using words, photos, art etc according to what they like (curriculum links= English, history, R.E, PSHE, citizenship, health and social care, media studies and art).

Make a timeline to show how far a child/YP has travelled. This can be extended to cover hopes and ambitions (curriculum links=humanities, computing, photography and art).

Explore different cultures and communities through discussion of topics such as faith, spirituality, politics, gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity and disability. Allow students to share their personal experiences (curriculum links= English, humanities, MFL, sociology, photography, drama, music, psychology, media/film, business studies and food technology).

Celebrate different religious festivals (curriculum links= R.E, media/film, drama, music, product design, resistant materials, English, food technology and humanities).

Have days where students bring in something to celebrate their heritage e.g. a good dish to share (curriculum links= photography, resistant materials and product design, art, citizenship, drama, music, English and health and social care). 



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.







Belonging
Predict a good experience of someone or something new

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Celebrate their achievements to build up confidence. 

Ask students to predict a positive future for themselves and share what that would look like (curriculum links= art and design, photography, English, media/film and drama). 

When students are going through challenges or experiencing difficulties, encourage them to think about steps they can take to make it a better experience.

Give opportunities for independence and choice to build autonomy e.g. choice over activities and food.

Encourage students to set targets of trying a new challenge e.g. hobbies, recreational activities and work experience. Plan, monitor and review together. 

Look out for and signpost to competitions, events or opportunities e.g. Leeds Children’s University or a poetry competition.

Model behaviour of trying new things and stepping out of your comfort zone.

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Belonging
Make friends and mix with other children/YPs

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework

Change seating plan periodically to help students make more friends.

Occasionally encourage students to spend their social time with different children/YP than they would normally do. 

Facilitate more pair/group work in lessons.

Provide opportunities for students to identify shared interests e.g. name bingo.

Offer a range of extra curricular activities and clubs. Build a network with other local school clubs.

Explore what it means to be a good friend (curriculum links= PSHE, drama, film/media, English and humanities). 

Develop opportunities for pen pals (curriculum links= geography, computing, English and MFL). 

Have a buddy system within the school so that younger students are buddied up to older students. Ensure this is structured and the older student has been trained on this and are aware of their responsibilities (curriculum links= PSHE and business studies).



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Learning
Make school/college life work as well as possible

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Ask students what they want on the curriculum and respond to their needs where possible.

At the start of a new topic, ask students what they would like to learn from it. Try to cover this within your long-term plan.

Make sure resources are accessible and differentiated where necessary.

Adjust school systems if necessary to fit your pupils’ needs e.g. moving an extra curricular after school club to lunchtime so that a young carer can still attend. 

When planning the timetable, consider the locations of lessons and time taken to get from one lesson to the next. 

Have a clear youth voice process such as a student council that represents the whole school cohort – create You Said We Did linked to this so that students can see change being implemented.

Start the school day later to fit with circadian rhythms. 

Have a clear whole school behaviour for learning policy, which is differentiated according to need and context with reasonable adjustments made. Make sure other policies are also differentiated in the same manner.

Implement a whole school framework to support social, emotional and mental health such as Thrive.

Ensure staff are trained on mental health and resilience and that SEMH leads within the school are well trained and regularly attend the SEMH network. 

Increase structure, routine and guidance when necessary. 



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Learning
Engage mentors for children/YP

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Where possible, use ‘natural’ mentors in a child’s life that are already part of their network e.g. extended family member or teacher. 

 Use a structured peer mentor scheme within school or engage outside agencies/charities/ex students.

Have a buddy system within the school so that younger students are buddied up to older students. Ensure this is structured and the older student has been trained on this and are aware of their responsibilities (curriculum links= PSHE and business studies).

1:1 time for a few minutes a week in form time from the form tutor or named key worker.

Head boy and girl voted for by students and staff who encourage pro-social behaviour and set an example to follow.

Ask students who they aspire to be like (in local community and wider) and ensure there are a range of appropriate role models. Use this to discuss what aspects they like and what they can do to gain that characteristic (curriculum links= PSHE, art and drama).



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Learning
Map out career or life plan

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Ask family, school contacts and local organisations to come in and talk about their profession.

Give out a questionnaire to ascertain ambitions and what motivates them to achieve this. Mention when applicable in lesson and even tailor activities to career ambitions when possible. 

Hold a careers fair. 

Build links with local universities and employers so that students are familiar with them.

Organise trips to local careers fairs or university open days. 

Run a research project about careers linked to specific subjects. 

Every subject to have a wall display about linked careers and well known graduates. 

Offer good quality independent careers advice and work experience that is focused on the individual’s preferences. Build links with local employers and signpost students to open days (curriculum links= business studies).



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Learning
Help the child/YP organise her/ himself

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Provide diary/planner/wall calendar and alarm clock. 

Have a class wall calendar to model planning and organisation e.g. ‘it is mothers day on…when shall we start making our cards? Let’s decide together and write it on the calendar so we don’t forget’. 

Plan a homework timetable together that also incorporates free time and interests (curriculum links= maths).

Model being organised. 

Together, write a ‘bag checklist’ to use the night before for students who struggle to bring the right resources.

Create visual timetable (curriculum links= art and computing).

Encourage students to design a study space either at school or home. 

Conduct a weekly clean up of bags and books to make sure things are organised and stored in the correct places, with all sheets glued in.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Learning
Highlight achievements

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Hold regular celebration assemblies.

Organise a range of after school clubs and share their achievements or progress in assembly.

Be conscious to celebrate the journey; with progress and effort being recognised just as much as the end achievement. Use sayings such as ‘practice makes progress’ to emphasise this.

Send a newsletter home to recognise achievements and progress made by students (curriculum links= English, computing and media studies).

Use social media and local media to highlight achievement and celebrate good pieces of work.

Ask students about rewards and what they would like to receive in recognition of their achievement and then incorporate these into future ideas. 

Send postcards home to recognise achievements. 

Hold exhibitions/walking galleries of students’ work. 

Every classroom to have a ‘star of the week’ display. 

Have a ‘celebration box’ where students can write in their own achievements that they would like to be recognised for, as well as identifying the achievements of others. These can be shared by the teacher.

Use reward systems such as star charts, golden time or house points to recognise achievements. Be flexible and creative with your use of rewards and ‘catch them being good’ if necessary.

Monitor who receives certificates etc. throughout the year to ensure everyone gets something.

Once a quarter, hold a showcase evening to share achievements. This could be holistic or dedicated to individual subjects. Provide a buffet, invite parents and ask them to pay a donation towards the show Ask students to play an active part in promoting and organising events. 

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Learning
Develop life skills

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Thread life skills through the curriculum. 

Incorporate ‘life skills’ days into the school calendar. Ask students what they would like to learn about and plan ahead to cover popular requests. 

Train students in basic first aid (curriculum links= health and social care and science).

Organise a healthy cooking club and allow students to take dinner home for the family (curriculum links= food technology, science and health and social care).

Have structured, long term plans in place for form time that cover life skills. 

Provide diary/planner/wall calendar and alarm clock. 

Have a class wall calendar to model planning and organisation e.g. ‘it is mothers day on…when shall we start making our cards? Let’s decide together and write it on the calendar so we don’t forget’.

Conduct a weekly clean up of bags and books to make sure things are organised and stored in the correct places, with all sheets glued in.

Explore individual responsibilities through debate (curriculum links= Citizenship, R.E, humanities, sociology, health and social care, psychology, computing and product design).

Engage with ‘Crucial Crew’ and signpost to their resources, events and games (curriculum links= science, PSHE and citizenship).

Incorporate problem-solving activities across the curriculum.

Groovy Grandparents club- where volunteers can come in and pass in skills such as cooking, knitting, sewing etc.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Understanding boundaries and keeping within them

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Ensure boundaries, routines and reward systems are consistent across school, and where possible, at home too.

Hold a talk from the police to explore boundaries and laws (curriculum links= public services and law).

Involve the students in writing a set of rules and boundaries which can be displayed in school and referred back to.

Consider policies and how boundaries are outlined in them. Ensure these boundaries are workable for your pupils.

Role-play real life scenarios for students to identify at what point boundaries have been broken and what the adverse effects may be (curriculum links= drama, citizenship, PSHE, psychology and health and social care). 

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Being brave

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Encourage pupils to explore what being brave means to them and ways that they could feel braver. Emphasise that being brave isn’t the same as keeping secrets/ not asking for help.

Ask students what their worries are and the steps they can take to overcome these. 

Celebrate their achievements (however small) to build up confidence. 

Give opportunities for independence to build autonomy and confidence in their own ability.

Encourage students to set targets of trying a new challenge e.g. hobbies, recreational activities and work experience. Plan, monitor and review together. 

Look out for and signpost to competitions, events or opportunities e.g. Leeds Children’s University or a poetry competition.

Model behaviour of being brave and stepping out of your comfort zone.

Offer constant reassurance, praise and encouragement.

Complete a ‘risk assessment’ with the child. Look at what they think could go wrong, likelihood, harm level, and what controls can be put in place.

Train staff in the teenage brain to maximise their ability to understand how the teenage brain processes risk.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Solving problems

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Facilitate team work and problem solving activities in form time. 

Highlight times students have solved problems in the past and get them to identify what worked.

Give opportunities for independence to build autonomy and confidence in their own ability.

Facilitate a ‘paired maths’ scheme. Like a peer reading scheme, pair up an older student (who is confident in maths) with a younger student. Once a week, they can work through maths problems together. The older student should guide, prompt, question and advise.

Celebrate the learning journey. Praise effort and struggling as well as the end outcome. Use sayings such as ‘practice makes progress’.

Deliver an assembly on growth mindset and the learning pit. Have displays up around school to consolidate the message. 

Avoid telling students what to do where possible (!). Encourage them to come up with their own solutions.

Develop children/YP’s metacognitive capacity to improve confidence and attitude to learning.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Putting on rose-tinted glasses

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Teach students to always consider the positive and negative aspects of things; to help them look on the bright side (curriculum links= English, science, P.E, health and social care and psychology).

Use scaling questions to encourage students to identify what is working well and what could be even better.

Use the miracle question technique to get them to think of positive outcomes.

Encourage students to regularly list things they are grateful for.

At least once a half term, encourage students to send an anonymous thankyou card to show their appreciation to a staff member, a student or a family member.

Use positive language. 

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Fostering their interests

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Ideas box for interests and what clubs students would like to attend.

Facilitate a range of extra curricular activities (e.g. football, netball, minecraft, coding, dungeons and dragons, Lego, book club and photography).

Nurture individuality and the expression of this.

Attend performances or competitions where possible.

Invite students to perform in assembly.

Look out for and signpost to competitions, events or opportunities e.g. Leeds Children’s University or a poetry competition.

Distribute a questionnaire at the start of the year to discover interests and ambitions. Refer to them where possible and bring them into lessons when you can. 

Once a quarter, hold a showcase evening to share achievements. This could be holistic or dedicated to individual subjects. Provide a buffet, invite parents and ask them to pay a donation towards the show Ask students to play an active part in promoting and organising events. 

Know your students and ask them about how they are doing with their interests or “how was the match last night?” etc. Try to refer to their interests in lesson when appropriate e.g. “Liverpool player Daniel Sturridge is paid £120,000 a week. How much will he get paid for 16 weeks?”. 



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Calming down & self-soothing

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Teach mindfulness, relaxation and breathing exercises. Encourage students to experiment with different calming techniques such as reading, colouring, doodling and journaling. 

Signpost students to websites or apps that may help them relax (curriculum links= computing).

Ask the young person what helps them calm down.

Offer out things such as stress balls, putty, glitter jar, soft toys and headphones (curriculum links= product design). 

Teach students to recognise how they are feeling and use strategies such as an emotional barometer.

Give out mood diaries so that students can notice and understand why they are feeling certain ways and what helps them calm down. 

Ensure students know who they can turn to when in crisis. Design a timetable for ‘on duty’ staff that is publicised to students and they know where they can find this information on a day to day basis.

A quiet/nurture room that students can go to when they need to calm down.

Ensure they know how to access local services independently. 

Have time out cards that are given to students who need them with clear boundaries and instructions of use.

Support and acknowledge the use of transitional objects e.g. blanket, doll or teddy.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Remember tomorrow is another day

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Avoid prolonged punishments where possible and start each lesson/day afresh. 

If a lesson did not end well for a specific student, try to catch them prior to the next lesson to get it resolved.

Every day, greet your students individually with a smile.

Be flexible and creative with your use of rewards and ‘catch them being good’ if necessary.  Find a reason to praise students who you have had past disagreements with

Through assemblies, form time and lessons remind students that tomorrow is another day and just because they haven’t enjoyed that day, doesn’t mean they won’t enjoy the next.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Lean on others when necessary

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Ensure children know who they can turn to for support. 

Have an open door policy and make all children and young people aware that they can ask for help, whatever the issue. Ensure there are clear pathways in school so that students are fully aware of who they can go to if they feel distress etc.

Cup of tea time.  Invite students to join staff for a hot drink and a chat.

Get students used to asking others for help e.g. ‘brain, book, buddy, boss’. 

Have a buddy system within the school so that younger students are buddied up to older students. Ensure this is structured and the older student has been trained on this and are aware of their responsibilities (curriculum links= PSHE and business studies).

A quiet/nurture room that students can go to at break/lunch for support from staff.

Ensure they know how to access local services independently.

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Coping
Have a laugh

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Jokes board in classroom.

Have games time. 

Play funny youtube videos from time to time. 

Staff to laugh at themselves and model it is okay to make mistakes. 

Hold a talent show including comedy acts. Encourage staff to also take part.

Know your students and their sense of humour.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Core Self
Instil a sense of hope

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Distribute a questionnaire at the start of the year to discover hopes and career ambitions. Refer to them where possible and bring them into lessons when you can.

Staff model hope.

Encourage students to look for the ‘silver lining’ in events and to look on the bright side.

Ask students what they are looking forward to (e.g. this weekend, summer, after exams etc.). Check back at a later point and ask how it went.

Use the ‘miracle question’ strategy to find out what a student’s ideal is. What would brilliant look like to them? How can we get there? Work on a plan together.

Creatively represent hope e.g. write a poem or paint a picture about what makes them hopeful (curriculum links= English, art, drama and music).

Ask family, school contacts, alumni and local organisations to come in and share their success stories.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Core Self
Support the child/YP to understand other people’s feelings

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Facilitate group work and team building exercises. 

Hold frequent open discussions and have class circle time.

Use an activity such as a feelings tree or the blob tree to explore emotions.

Organise clubs and team games for children and young people to spend more time interacting with others. 

Foster empathy; encourage students to consider how it feels to be victimised/bullied (curriculum links=R.E, PSHE, drama, music, citizenship and health and social care). 

Use emotional literacy throughout lessons so that students can express themselves well. Look at what primary feeders do in this way and see how this can be incorporated at high school.



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Core Self
Help the child/YP to know her/ himself

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Open up honest, reflective dialogue about what is good and what could be better.

Develop children/YP’s metacognitive capacity to improve confidence and attitude to learning.

Ask students to complete a feelings monitor/mood diary/emotional barometer. 

Offer unconditional positive regard to help students be accepting of themselves.

Develop acceptance, compassion and empathy towards self and others.

Encourage students to identify their aspirations and what skills it will take to get there.

Get students to reflect on their own work and think about what they do well in certain subjects and to also identify where they think they could improve. How are they going to take the steps necessary to get to where they want to be?

Avoid comparing pupils (and siblings), show them that you value them for who they are and what character they bring. 

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Core Self
Help the child/YP take responsibility for her/ himself 

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Avoid telling students what to do where possible (!). Encourage them to come up with their own solutions.

Give opportunities for independence and choice to build autonomy e.g. choice over activities and food.

Facilitate a representative and diverse student council so that students are responsible for decisions and the way the school is run. 

Help students identify their responsibilities and obligations.

Encourage children/YP to identify the positive and negative consequences of their actions.

Give a child a role/responsibility/odd job in class e.g. book monitor, corridor cop, library assistant, bin buddy and assembly assistant. This could operate on a timetable so everyone gets a turn.

Make responsibilities around school grounds and tidiness clear (e.g. regular litter picking as a form that is not as part of a punishment). 

Look at reducing their responsibilities if necessary.

Encourage students to be active agents in their own learning. 

Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Core Self
Foster their talents

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Extra curricular activities. 

Hold celebration assemblies where progress and achievements are recognised. You can also invite students to come and share their talent with the year group during assembly.

Attend performances or competitions where possible.

Once a quarter, hold a showcase evening to share talents. Provide a buffet, invite parents and ask them to pay a donation towards the show. Ask students to play an active part in promoting and organising events. 

Look out for and signpost to competitions, events or opportunities e.g. a poetry competition.

Ideas box for interests and what clubs students would like to attend.

Distribute a questionnaire at the start of the year to discover talents. Refer to them where possible and bring them into lessons when you can. 

Help students to identify what they are good at and foster those specific skills/talents. 



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.





Core Self
There are tried and tested treatments for specific problems, use them

Click to go back to the Resilience Framework



Use screening tools or checklists to identify unmet need.

Ensure staff are familiar with local provision and referral pathways (e.g. Compass BUZZ, Compass Reach, prevention, children’s social care, HCT, healthy lifestyle advisor, SELFA, Specialist CAHMS etc.). Ensure children/YP are also aware so that they are able to access independently if possible. 

Provide a ‘survival guide’ that covers things like local youth clubs & groups,  extra curricular activities time table for school, where to get public transport time tables, websites & access info for local amenities e.g. cinema or theatre, lists of local services, what they do and how to access (REACH, Prevention, HCT, sexual health, young carers, LGBT groups, names of BUZZ trained teachers, young people friendly websites e.g. Young Minds, TheMix.org, mindfulness exercises, the law & rights for children & young people and what ages they can legally do certain things. 



Please note: The ideas listed are suggestions made by Compass BUZZ. They are not part of the original Resilience Framework from Hart and Blincow. The ideas provided here by Compass BUZZ are not exhaustive and this document is designed to be used as a starting point.
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School Mental Health and Wellbeing Checklist



		About Your Organisation



		School /College Name:

		



		Named School/College Lead:

		



		Named Lead Contact No.:

		



		Named Lead Email:

		



		No. of Pupils/Students:



		

		Current Average Attendance:

		



		No. of pupils permanently excluded in last academic year & reason:

		

		No. of pupils excluded last academic year:

		

		No. of full exclusion days last academic year:

		



		Culture & Ethos



		Q1. Does your school/college have a clear mission statement or a stand alone policy in place around mental health and wellbeing?

		Choose an item.

		Q2. Does the SLT set a culture and hold a shared understanding of how the mission statement or policy can be promoted through the school/college?

		Choose an item.

		Q3. Does the mission statement or policy include the potential impact that prejudice, discrimination and stigma can have on mental health and wellbeing and how these can be tackled?

		Choose an item.

		Q4. Does your school have an up to date PSHE Policy & curriculum for this academic year?

		Choose an item.

		Q5. Does your school/college have an up to date Social Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) Policy?

		Choose an item.

		Q6. Are the following issues discussed with pupils/students in your school/college in relation to the impact they can have on mental health and wellbeing?

· Bereavement / Loss	

· Friendship issues / unhealthy relationships

· Family Separation

· Self Confidence

· Bullying	

· Radicalisation

· Social Media

· Child Sexual Exploitation

· Substance misuse

		Choose an item.

		Q7. Does your school use any of the following approaches:

· Academic Resilience Approach

· Experimental Learning Simulation Approach

· Social Emotional Aspects of Learning Approach

· Thrive

· Mental Health First Aid

		Choose an item.

		Please provide additional information on your school/college culture and ethos:










		Structure & Process



		Q1. Does your school/college use pupil data to assess risk around mental health and wellbeing?

		Choose an item.

		Q2. Does your school have a pupil/student voice that is representative of the whole school/college?

		Choose an item.	



		Q3. Does the staff structure in your school/college enable appropriate members of staff to build trusted relationships with pupils /students during their time within the school/college such as Learning Mentors, Pastoral Lead, SENCo?

		Choose an item.

		Q4. Does your school/college have a system in place to ensure that pupils/students have their academic and non academic achievements/efforts recognised and celebrated each year?

		Choose an item.

		Q5. Does your school/college have an identified member of staff in place who is responsible for monitoring and co-ordinating the recognition of these achievements/efforts?

		Choose an item.

		Q6. Are pupils/students in your school/college actively engaged in extra curricular activities that they are interested in or show a talent for e.g. mindfulness, Lego therapy, yoga, sport?

		Choose an item.

		Q7.Does your school/college have an identified member of staff who is responsible for monitoring and co-ordinating these activities?

		Choose an item.

		Q8. Does your school set objectives for staff in their annual performance reviews to promote good mental health and wellbeing through their subject / role?

		Choose an item.



		Please provide additional information on your school/college structure and process:











		Curriculum Planning



		Q1. Does your school/college promote discussions on mental health and wellbeing and resilience at every opportunity across the whole curriculum?

		Choose an item.

		Q1. Does your school/college promote problem solving at every opportunity across the whole curriculum?

		Choose an item.

		Please provide additional information on your school/college curriculum planning:
















		Staff Training



		Q1. Do you feel that the staff in your school/college have an understanding of the following mental health issues:

· Anxiety and Stress

· Low Mood and Depression

· Self Harm

· Eating Problems

· Mental Health Awareness

· Confidence and Self Esteem

· Bereavement / Loss

· Behaviour Management Training 

· Conduct Difficulties/Emotional Regulation

· Bullying including Cyber Bullying

· Attachment

		Choose an item.

		Q2. Do staff in your school/college receive training on the above issues?



		Choose an item.

		Please provide additional information on your school/college staff training:
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October 10th 2019 is 

World Mental Health 

Day. Last year across 

North Yorkshire schools, 

many of you took part in 

raising awareness by 

having a bake sale or a 

non - uniform day. The 

proceeds raised went to 

Compass BUZZ and 

YOU raised an           

incredible £3500!  

This October we are 

hoping to do more of the 

same, we are inviting 

schools to take part and 

have their own        

sponsored events for 

Compass BUZZ, raising 

awareness  and           

promoting mental 

health and wellbeing. 

Schools who wish to take 

part can encourage  

children /young people 

to design posters       

promoting mental 

health and wellbeing 

could do activities such 

as; having a sponsored 

walk for wellbeing,  a 

non-uniform day or 

maybe a healthy snack 

sale. 

As we did last year, we 

will be able to provide 

participating schools 

with resources such as 

lesson plans, assembly 

plans and activities for 

you to carry out with 

children /young people. 

Please let us know if you 

are going to participate 

this year by contacting 

your Wellbeing Worker, 

and keep checking your 

inbox for further        

information. 

Compass Buzz 

County Hall 

1 Racecourse Lane 

Northallerton 

DL7  8AD 

Tel: 01609 777662 

Email: schoolmentalhealthproject@compassuk.org    

WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY 2019 

CONTACT DETAILS 

We’d love all schools in North Yorkshire to take part in Wear Blue Day on      
8th November 2019 (or any other date in November which suits you). Help raise 

money for the High Sheriff of North Yorkshire’s Anti-Bullying Campaign. 

   We have teamed up with the High Sheriff, Linda Fenwick and the charity Family Lives 
(who provide support to those who are experiencing bullying) to promote the campaign. When you sign 

up, you can order wristbands to sell, with the key message to #ChooseKindness and Family Lives will give all 
participating schools free anti-bullying resources. You’ll get lots of ideas for what you can do on 
Wear Blue Day. There are great prizes for the schools and organisations in North Yorkshire who 
submit the most striking photos to capture your Wear Blue Day.  

 

10th 

SAVE THE 
DATE 

@Compass_BUZZ 

mailto:schoolmentalhealthproject@compassuk.org
https://www.bullying.co.uk/?_ga=2.50068133.225591239.1567004178-748281320.1567004178
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